Community action to ensure and afford continuity of
access to scholarly resources …

Who is now doing what, and how do we know?
Peter Burnhill
Director, EDINA & SUNCAT
University of Edinburgh
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Overview
All who are here have responsibility for the scholarly
•

To ensure ease and affordable continuity of access to …

We are challenged by the characteristics of the media

Lots being done, but we need a policy framework and a
programme of collaboration across the parties that
can do things.
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Use case: article–length work published in e-journals
Should try different use cases:
eg OER learning materials, monographs
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Digital preservation agencies, eg CLOCKSS

Use case: article–length work published in e-journals

CLOCKSS Archive Network: Library
Stewardship, Global & Decentralized,
12 Archive Nodes
Asia/Pacific
Australian National University
University of Hong Kong, China
Nat. Inst. of Informatics, Japan
Europe
Humboldt Univ. Berlin, Germany
Univ. Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Italy
University of Edinburgh, UK
North America
University of Alberta, Canada
Indiana University
Rice University
Stanford University
University of Virginia
www.clockss.org
OCLC
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Twelve Things About CLOCKSS
1.

Began as joint project by libraries and publishers [UoE invited]

2.

CLOCKSS is now ticking, as cooperative service activity

3.

It’s a legal entity: publishers contract for deposit & release

4.

Libraries as stewards for all the publishers’ digital content

5.

Global solution to global problem

6.

International shared governance by libraries and publishers

7.

It’s a world-wide archive network

8.

It uses well-tested LOCKSS technology

9.

Both CLOCKSS and LOCKSS are award-winning ☺

10.

Abandoned/orphaned content is Open (free) Access

11.

Community engagement: supporting libraries Advisory Council

12.

Business Model:

www.clockss.org

Endowment/Fees

CLOCKSS: Four Unique Chimes
①

Steward libraries: content held at world-wide

②

International: community governed; library & publisher

③

Financial Model: raise endowment, lower fees

④

Open Access: abandoned/orphaned content free to
all

www.clockss.org

Piloting

an E-journal Preservation Registry Service

who is doing what to preserve e-journal content
Builds on understanding established in lots of reports and a scoping study

Project: JISC-funded
Phase 1 (August 2008 – July 2010): ‘scope, develop & test’
Phase 2 (Aug. 2010 – July 2012): ‘move into service’
*

As recommended by Review of Phase 1 in Feb. 2010

Purpose: an online registry service for UK/Global use
Partners: EDINA and ISSN International Centre (Paris)
–

Support of Governing Body and Directors of ISSN Network
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Growing literature on digital preservation of journals
2003 Archiving E-Journals Consultancy. Maggie Jones
2006 E-Journal Archiving Metes & Bounds: A Survey of the
Landscape. Anne Kenney, Richard Entlich, Peter Hirtle,
Nancy McGovern and Ellie Buckley (USA)
2007 E-Journal Archiving (Review and Analysis of the CLIR Report).
Maggie Jones
2008 A Comparative Study of e-Journal Archiving Solutions.
Terry Morrow, Neil Beagrie, Maggie Jones & Julia Chruszcz
2010 Ensuring that ‘e’ doesn’t mean ephemeral: A practical guide to
e-journal archiving solutions. JISC Collections
All point to the preservation agencies taking responsibility
–
–

They discuss various qualities that these should have
Setting out some of the things we want to know about those actions
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Scoping Study: e-journals preservation registry
•

JISC [on behalf of the UK university funding bodies] acted on
idea mentioned in the literature to commission a scoping study
for an e-journals preservation registry:
How libraries & policy-makers could find out which e-journals were
being archived, by what methods, and under what terms of access

•

In 2008, Sue Sparks, Hugh Look, Adriene Muir & Mark Bide, in
Scoping study for a registry of electronic journals that
indicates where they are archived, Rightscom & Loughborough U.
•

Confirmed an expressed need among libraries and policy makers

•

Warned of potential burden on digital preservation agencies

•

Recommended that an e-journals preservation registry be built:
•

UK Union Catalogue of Serials (SUNCAT), at EDINA
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P was for Preservation
PEPRS
Scope:
–
–

Was action by digital preservation agencies for journal
content
Now reflecting on broader scope of ‘journal archiving’

Multi-level:
–

International (3rd Party?) organisations
*

–

National Libraries
*

–

eg CLOCKSS & Portico
eg BL (UK), KB (Netherlands)

Institutional (university) Libraries and library consortia
*

eg UK LOCKSS Alliance
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Registry
PEPRS
Scope:
–

Systematic declaration by each registered archiving agency
*

Not an ‘audit’: Agencies make (self-) statements on:
–

Policy / Technology / Governance / Access terms and conditions

Multi-level:
–

Areas of concern; (metadata) fields; comparable vocabulary
*

–

‘Ingest pending’, ‘ingest in progress’, ‘archived’

Who should/could register, who decides …

International:
–

Registry must be capable of operating internationally
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Abstract Data Model: Figure 1 in reference paper in Serials, March 2009
SERVICES: user requirements

E-J Preservation Registry Service

Piloting an
E-journals
Preservation
Registry
Service

E-Journal
Preservation
Registry

(b)

METADATA
on preservation action

(a)

METADATA
on extant e-journals

Data dependency
ISSN
Register

Digital Preservation Agencies
e.g. CLOCKSS, Portico; BL, KB;
UK LOCKSS Alliance etc.

Example: a search on ISSN*
‘International Journal of High
Performance Computing Applications’

•Can search on ISSN for electronic
version or print version
ISSN-L is used within the system to
allow entry of either e-ISSN or p-ISSN
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Finds the agencies looking after e-journal,
and the volumes being preserved
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This displays what one of the archiving
agencies, does in terms of access
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We are exploring the standards to use for
m2m use of the registry service, so PEPRS
could be used within union catalogues and
other serial services.
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Matters unresolved (1)
what users want to know …
1.

‘Continuity of access’, not just preservation
–

–

many archiving agencies may want to say what they offer
about ‘perpetual access’, access to back copy of digital
content, especially after cancellation of a current subscription
should PEPRS try to adapt, is something else needed
*
*

PECAN – EDINA & JISC Collections investigating ‘entitlement
registry’ to show what libraries have rights to
Then how they establish some ‘ease of access’
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extending the scope

Could therefore generalise from archiving agency, to
library as agency what library action – subscribing,
holding etc : relevance for UKRR and for SUNCAT

Or even action by any agency – mapped against an
identification statement (and registry) of things
that exist, and have suitable identifier(s)
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Abstract Data Model for the general problem
SERVICES: user requirements
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Matters unresolved (2)
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Other *BIG* Issue
Challenged by the characteristics of the media
How should we model costs in the digital age?
How to afford to do what we have to do to meet our missions?
–
•

Is the present financial cut-back just a temporary blip?

Blue Ribbon Task Force
on sustainable digital preservation and access
–
–
–

Sustainable economics for a digital planet: Ensuring long-term access to
digital information
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/brtf
to ensure that the knowledge of today is available for use tomorrow.

Not just a scholarly problem …
its the next Grand Challenge for BIG Society
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Recap
All who are here have responsibility for the scholarly
•

To ensure ease and affordable continuity of access to …

We are challenged by the characteristics of the media

Lots being done …
but we need a policy framework and a programme of
collaboration across the parties that can do things.
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